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The conscious id
Mark Solms (Cape Town)

Two aspects of the body are represented in the brain, and they are represented differently. The most important difference is that
the brain regions for the two aspects of the body are associated with different aspects of consciousness. Very broadly speaking, the
brainstem mechanisms derived from the autonomic body are associated with affective consciousness, and the cortical mechanisms
derived from the sensorimotor body are associated with cognitive consciousness. Moreover, the upper brainstem is intrinsically
conscious whereas the cortex is not; it derives its consciousness from the brainstem. These facts have substantial implications for
psychoanalytic metapsychology because the upper brainstem (and associated limbic structures) performs the functions that Freud
attributed to the id, while the cortex (and associated forebrain structures) performs the functions he attributed to the ego. This means
that the id is the fount of consciousness and the ego is unconscious in itself. The basis for these conclusions, and some of their implications, are discussed here in a preliminary fashion.
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Neuroanatomical representations
of the body

At the 12th International Neuropsychoanalysis Congress (Berlin), on the topic of “Minding the Body,”
fresh light was cast on matters of fundamental interest
lese, Jaak Panksepp, and Manos Tsakiris, among others, summarized the current state of knowledge about
embodiment in human neuropsychology (i.e., how the
body is represented in the brain). In my concluding
remarks to the congress, I pointed out that the speakers had referred to two different aspects of the body,
without always distinguishing them. This can lead to
confusion.
represented in somatotopic maps on the cortical surface, which are projections of sensory receptors on
thalamic and cranial-nerve pathways. This aspect of
body representation is conventionally equated with
the cortical homunculus (the inverted little body-map
that constitutes the primary somatosensory zone of the

cortex).1 But it does not coincide with somatosensory
cortex alone; it includes the projection zones of all the
sensory modalities, which consist in equivalent maps
of the other sensory receptor organs (dark blue in Figure 1).
The “body image” arises not in but, rather, from
representation should therefore be equated also with
the processing networks that extend beyond the projection zones and converge in heteromodal association
cortex (light blue in Figure 1).2 We may call this aspect
of body representation the external body, for short.
It is important to note that the corticothalamic mechanisms that represent the external body also represent
other external objects—via the same perceptual modalities, in the same form. The external body is represented as an object. It is the form of the self that
1
In fact, there are several such maps, each representing a different component of somatic sensation (touch, pain, vibration, temperature, etc.). The
2

process is unidirectional. It is bidirectional, and, in fact, most of the connections lead in the other direction, from association to projection cortex. (See
footnotes 4 and 12.)
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FiGure 1. Lateral and medial views of the human brain. (Dark blue = sensory projection cortex; light blue = sensory association cortex; green
= motor projection cortex; yellow = motor association cortex; red = autonomic nuclei; magenta = arousal nuclei; white = basic emotion circuits.)

one perceives when one looks outward, at a mirror for
example. (“That thing is me; it is my body.”) Other
bodies are similarly represented.
It should be remembered that motor maps, too,
contribute to the image of the external body.3 The
three-dimensional body image is generated not by
heteromodal sensory convergence alone but also by
movement. Movement produces sensation. The close
relationship between movement and (kinesthetic) senrespective projection zones: the somatosensory and
motor homunculi (green in Figure 1) form an integrated functional unit.
The second aspect of the body is its internal milieu,
the autonomic body. This aspect of the body is barely
represented on the cortical surface. It is represented
much deeper and lower in the brain. The structures
that represent this aspect of the body pivot around the
hypothalamus, but they also include the circumventricular organs, parabrachial nucleus, area postrema, solitary nucleus, and the like (red in Figure 1; for review,
see Damasio, 2010). Analogous to what I said above
about the motor cortex in relation to exteroception,
these interoceptive structures, too, not only monitor
but also regulate the state of the body (homeostasis).
We may call this aspect of body representation the internal body, for short.
Even at the level of the brainstem, the neural structures for internal body representation are surrounded
by those for the external body, just as the sensorimotor
body itself envelops the viscera.
3
This applies both to one’s own body and to other bodies (see discussion of “mirror neurons” below).

The internal body functions largely automatically, but it also arouses the external body to serve its
vital needs in the external world. This is achieved
through a network of upper-brainstem, diencephalic, and basal forebrain “arousal” structures (violet in
Figure 1) known conventionally—but somewhat misleadingly—as the extended reticulo-thalamic activating system (ERTAS). This arousal system includes
many long-axoned subsystems that release single
neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine, noradrenaline, dopamine, serotonin, and histamine, as well as a
variety of neuropeptides (for reviews, see Panksepp,
1998; Pfaff, 2006).
It is important to note that a hierarchical relationship
exists between these two aspects of body representafore control) is both “bottom-up” and “top-down,” the
functional integrity of the cortex (external body) is
contingent upon brainstem (internal body) activation.
This hierarchical relationship involves consciousness.
The arousal system associated with the internal body
generates a different aspect of consciousness from that
associated with external perception, and, moreover, the
internal aspect is prerequisite for the external aspect.
When endogenous consciousness is obliterated, exteroceptive awareness is obliterated too; however, the
converse does not apply.4
The internal type of consciousness consists in states
4
How exactly the exteroceptive varieties of conscious perception and
cognition derive from ERTAS activation is uncertain, but some heuristic
speculations are presented below. What is now widely accepted is the once
radical notion that perceptual consciousness is endogenously generated; exteroceptive stimuli merely constrain and sculpt what is fundamentally a hallucinatory process (for reviews, see Blom & Sommer, 2012). Cf. footnote 2.
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rather than objects of consciousness (cf. Mesulam,
2000). The internal body is not an object of perception
unless it is externalized and presented to the classical
senses; it is the subject of perception. It is the background state of being conscious. This is of paramount
importance. We may picture this aspect of consciousness as the page upon which external perceptions are
inscribed. The relationship between the two aspects of
consciousness—the objects and the subject of perception—is also what binds the components of perception
together; objects are always perceived by an experiencing subject (cf. the “binding problem”).
It has recently been recognized that the state of the
body-as-subject involves not only varying levels of
consciousness (e.g., sleep/waking), but also varying
qualities of consciousness (Damasio, 2010; Panksepp,
1998). The internal aspect of consciousness “feels like”
something. Above all, the phenomenal states of the
body-as-subject are experienced affectively. Affects do
not emanate from the external sense modalities. They
are states of the subject. These states are thought to
represent the biological value of changing internal
conditions (e.g., hunger, sexual arousal). When internal conditions favor survival and reproductive success,
they feel “good”; when not, they feel “bad.” This is
evidently what conscious states are for. Conscious
feelings tell the subject how well it is doing. At this
level of the brain, therefore, consciousness is closely
tied to homeostasis.
Affect may accordingly be described as an interoceptive sensory modality—but that is not all it is.
Affect is an intrinsic property of the brain. This property is expressed in emotions, and emotions are, above
the fact that the changing internal conditions mentioned above are closely tied to changing external conas deviations from homeostatic set-points) can only be
Second, certain changes in external conditions have
predictable implications for survival and reproductive
success. Therefore, affects, although inherently subjective, are typically directed toward objects: “I feel like
this about that” (cf. the philosophical concept of intentionality or “aboutness”).
The keynote of affective consciousness is provided
by the pleasure–unpleasure series, the motor expression
of which is approach–withdrawal behavior. Feelings of
pleasure–unpleasure—and the associated peremptory
actions—are readily generated by stimulating a region
of the ERTAS known as the periaqueductal grey (PAG).
This ancient structure is found in all vertebrates. With
increasing encephalization, however, a variety of more
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complex submodalities of affect and affective motivation appear, presumably through selective pressures
arising from predictable conditions of major biological
value. Thus, ascending from the PAG and into the limbic forebrain, which reciprocally provides descending
controls, are various instinctual motivational circuits
(white in Figure 1) that prepare mammalian organknown as the circuits for “basic emotions.” They, too,
are intrinsic to the brain and have inherent organization
that is readily demonstrated by stimulating the relevant
circuits (in all mammals, including humans).
tions. The best-known taxonomy is that of Jaak Panksepp (1998), which recognizes (1) appetitive foraging,
angry attack, (5) nurturant care, (6) separation distress,
and (7) rough-and-tumble play. The basic-emotion systems are given capitalized names—SEEKING, LUST,
FEAR, RAGE, CARE, GRIEF, PLAY—to distinguish
them from the equivalent colloquial usages. It is important to note that each of these circuits generates not
motivations, such as curiosity, sensuality, trepidation,
anger, affection, sorrow, and joy. The brain circuits
for the basic emotions are conserved across the mammalian series, and they admit of considerable chemical
To be clear: the basic emotions enumerated above
do not exhaust the range of human affectivity. What
distinguishes them is their instinctual nature. There are
whole classes of simpler affects, such as homeostatic
affects, which give expression to vegetative drives
(e.g., hunger and thirst), and sensory affects, which
respond automatically to certain stimuli (e.g., surprise
brid forms generated when any of these affects blends
with cognition (see Panksepp, 1998).
2.

Metapsychological representations
of the body

Having reviewed the two ways in which the body is
represented in the brain, it is easy to recognize the neurological equivalents of the two major mental systems
that Sigmund Freud distinguished in his metapsychology. The external body corresponds to the “ego,” the
internal body to the “id” (see Figure 2; cf. Figure 1).
Freud himself said as much. About the bodily derivation of the “ego,” Freud wrote this:
merely a surface entity, but is itself the projection of a
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FiGure 2
in Figure 1

it we can best identify it with the “cortical homunculus” of the anatomists, which stands on its head in the
cortex, sticks up its heels, faces backwards and, as we
know, has its speech-area on the left-hand side. [Freud
1923, p. 26]

He elaborated:
The ego is ultimately derived from bodily sensations,
body. It may thus be regarded as a mental projection
of the surface of the body, besides, as we have seen
paratus.

The whole fabric of the ego is derived from this bodily
ego—that is, from memory traces of external perception (Figure 2), the associative activation of which
gives rise to all cognition (see Sections 6–9).
About the bodily derivation of the “id,” Freud wrote:
The id, cut off from the external world, has a world
of perception of its own. It detects with extraordinary
acuteness certain changes in its interior, especially
oscillations in the tension of its instinctual needs,
and these changes become conscious as feelings in
the pleasure–unpleasure series. It is hard to say, to be
sure, by what means and with the help of what sensory
terminal organs these perceptions come about. But it
is an established fact that self-perceptions—coenaesthetic feelings and feelings of pleasure–unpleasure—
govern the passage of events in the id with despotic
force. The id obeys the inexorable pleasure principle.
[Freud 1940, p. 198]

The word “instinctual” here is a mistranslation of
the German word Triebe. A Trieb is a “drive.” Freud
An “instinct” [Trieb] appears to us as a concept on
the frontier between the mental and the somatic, as

the psychical representative of the stimuli originating
from within the organism and reaching the mind, as a
measure of the demand made upon the mind for work
in consequence of its connection with the body. [Freud
1915a, pp. 121–122]

It is thus evident that Freud himself readily localized the bodily derivations of the ego and the id. His
conception of the mental apparatus was always embodied—that is, it was tethered to the body at its perceptual/motor and “instinctual” ends (Figure 2). I have
that instincts consist in more than interoceptive perception; they are intrinsic emotional stereotypes. But
Freud did recognize the instinctual nature of what are
now called basic emotions:
And what is an affect in the dynamic sense? It is in
any case something highly composite. An affect inor discharges and secondly certain feelings; the latter
are of two kinds—perceptions of the motor actions
that have occurred and the direct feelings of pleasure
and unpleasure which, as we say, give the affect its
keynote. But I do not think that with this enumeration
we have arrived at the essence of an affect. We seem to
see deeper in the case of some affects and to recognize
that the core which holds the combination we have
described together is the repetition of some particube a very early impression of a very general nature,
placed in the prehistory not of the individual but of the
species. [Freud 1916–17, p. 395]

Notwithstanding Freud’s tendency to describe phylogenetic associations as if they were literally remembered,
he recognized—as later would Panksepp (1998)—that
the basic emotions are innate mental organizations.
(This contrasts with the James–Lange theory: James,
1890; Lange, 1885.)
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In short: it is easy to recognize a functional equivalence between the brain mechanisms for the external
body and Freud’s bodily ego, on the one hand, and
between those for the internal body and Freud’s id
instincts, on the other. This applies equally to the
interdependent hierarchical relationship that pertains
between them: there can be no cortical consciousness
without brainstem consciousness; there can be no ego
without id.
3.

The corticocentric fallacy

This close parallelism reveals a stark contradiction
between the current concepts of affective neuroscience
and those of Freud.
To fully expose the contradiction, I need to point
out that Freud never questioned a classical assumption
of nineteenth-century neuroanatomists—namely, that
consciousness was a cortical function:
What consciousness yields consists essentially of perceptions of excitations coming from the external world
and of feelings of pleasure and unpleasure which can
only arise from within the mental apparatus; it is
therefore possible to assign to the system Pcpt.-Cs.
a position in space. It must lie on the borderline between inside and outside; it must be turned towards
the external world and must envelop the other psychical systems. It will be seen that there is nothing
daringly new in these assumptions; we have merely
adopted the views on localization held by cerebral
anatomy, which locates the “seat” of consciousness in
the cerebral cortex—the outermost, enveloping layer
of the central organ. Cerebral anatomy has no need to
consider why, speaking anatomically, consciousness
should be lodged on the surface of the brain instead of
being safely housed somewhere in its inmost interior.
[Freud, 1920, p. 24; emphasis added]

To be sure, Freud recognized that consciousness also
entailed “feelings of pleasure and unpleasure which
can only arise from within the mental apparatus”
the biological purpose of consciousness (Freud, 1911,
p. 220). That is why Antonio Damasio was moved
to say that “Freud’s insights on the nature of affect
are consonant with the most advanced contemporary
neuroscience views” (Damasio, 1999a, p. 38). But it is
clear from the preceding quotation that even the internal aspect of consciousness was, for Freud, “lodged on
the surface of the brain.” Here he states this view even
more explicitly:
The process of something becoming conscious is
above all linked with the perceptions which our sense
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organs receive from the external world. From the
topographical point of view, therefore, it is a phenomenon which takes place in the outermost cortex of the
ego. It is true that we also receive information from
the inside of the body—the feelings, which actually
life than external perceptions; moreover, in certain circumstances the sense organs themselves transmit feelings, sensations of pain, in addition to the perceptions
we call them in contrast to conscious perceptions) also
emanate from the terminal organs and since we regard
all these as prolongations or offshoots of the cortical
layer, we are still able to maintain the assertion made
above. The only distinction would be that, as regards
the terminal organs of sensation and feeling, the body
itself would take the place of the external world.
[Freud, 1940, pp. 161–162; emphasis added]5
5

Freud’s localization of consciousness underwent many vicissitudes.
Initially he made no distinction between perceptual and affective consciousness (Freud, 1894). Rather, he distinguished between memory traces of
perception (“ideas”) and the energy that activates them. This distinction coincided with the conventional assumptions of British empiricist philosophy,
but Freud interestingly described the activating energy as “quotas of affect,”
which are “spread over the memory-traces of ideas somewhat as an electric
charge is spread over the surface of a body” (Freud, 1894, p. 60). Strachey
(1962, p. 63) described this as the “most fundamental of all [Freud’s]
hypotheses.” There is every reason to believe that Freud envisaged such
activated memory traces of “ideas” as cortical processes. In his more
elaborated (1895) “Project” model, he explicitly attributed consciousness
motor end of the forebrain. This location enabled consciousness to register
discharge (or lack thereof) of the energy that accumulated over the memory
from 1895 onward Freud described mental energy as being unconscious in
itself; it was no longer described as a “quota of affect.”) Consciousness,
which Freud now divided into two forms, arose from the manner in which
mental energy excited the neurons. It gave rise to affective consciousness
sure; it gave rise also to perceptual consciousness when differences in
qualitative aspects of exogenous energies (e.g., wavelength or frequency)
derived from the different sense organs were transmitted, via perceptual

the mental apparatus was endogenously generated; energy did not literally
enter the apparatus through the perceptual system. (Freud seemed to forget
this later—e.g., 1920.) In The Interpretation of Dreams (1900), however,
Freud reverted to the “Project” arrangement and again located the perceptual and consciousness systems at opposite ends of the mental apparatus.
His indecision in this respect seems to have derived mainly from the fact
that the perceptual (sensory) and consciousness (motor) systems formed
an integrated functional unit, since motor discharge necessarily produces
perceptual information (cf. the contiguous location of the somatosensory
and motor homunculi; Figure 1). Freud accordingly settled (in 1917) on
a hybrid localization of the perceptual and consciousness systems. In this
bined into a single functional unit, the system “Pcpt.–Cs.” (Figure 2). At
which is excitable from two directions: exogenous stimuli generate perceptual consciousness, endogenous stimuli generate affective consciousness.
Freud also retreated from the notion that affective consciousness registers
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In making this assumption, Freud was following a
long tradition, which continues to this day, even among
some eminent cognitive and behavioral neuroscientists. Consider for example the following remark made
by Joseph LeDoux:
When electrical stimuli applied to the amygdala of humans elicit feelings of fear (see Gloor, 1992), it is not
because the amygdala “feels” fear, but instead because
the various networks that the amygdala activates ultimately provide working memory with inputs that are
labeled as fear. This is all compatible with the Freudian notion that conscious emotion is the awareness of
something that is basically unconscious. [LeDoux,
1999, p. 46; emphasis added]

Such “corticocentric” theorists simply assume that all
consciousness is cortical, which implies that affective
states generated deeper in the brain can only become
conscious when they are read out (or “labeled”) in the
higher reaches of working memory. As we shall see
below, this view is sharply contradicted by all availthe corticocentric tradition is Bud Craig (2009). Craig
even believes there is a cortical projection zone for the
internal body, in the posterior insula. He equates this
cortical region with the body-as-subject, the primary
sentient “self”—precisely the function that I have attributed, on the basis of a different research tradition,
to the upper brainstem and limbic system.
4.

consciousness without cortex

Recent research demonstrates unequivocally that the
corticocentric view of consciousness (as the seat of
the sentient self) is mistaken. Consider the following
interview, reported at our Berlin congress by Damasio (and since published in Damasio, Damasio, &
Tranel, 2012), concerning a patient in whom the insula
was totally obliterated bilaterally by herpes simplex
encephalitis. According to Craig’s view, this patient
should lack phenomenal selfhood; he should lack the
very page upon which experience is inscribed. But this
is not the case:

instead that it—like perceptual consciousness—registers something qualiPcs system over a unit of time; see Freud, 1920). The main thing to notice in
this brief history of Freud’s localization of consciousness is that it was from
cial localization of the internal (affective) surface of the system Pcpt.-Cs.)

Q: “Do you have a sense of self?”
A: “Yes, I do.”
Q: “What if I told you that you weren’t here right
now?”
A: “I’d say you’ve gone blind and deaf.”
Q: “Do you think that other people can control your
thoughts?”
A: “No.”
Q: “And why do you think that’s not possible?”
A: “You control your own mind, hopefully.”
Q: “What if I were to tell you that your mind was the
mind of somebody else?”
A: “When was the transplant, I mean, the brain
transplant?”
Q: “What if I were to tell you that I know better than
you know yourself?”
A: “I would think you’re wrong.”
Q: “What if I were to tell you that you are aware that
I’m aware?”
A: “I would say you’re right.”
Q: “You are aware that I am aware?”
A: “I am aware that you are aware that I am aware.”
This case does not disprove the entire corticocentric
theory of consciousness; it disproves only Craig’s (insular) version of the theory. But what about the rest of
the cortex?
In animal models, the removal of cortex was long
ago shown to have no effect on behavioral proxies of
consciousness, such as sleep/waking and instinctualemotional actions. Indeed, not only are the rewarding
and punishing effects of subcortical brain stimulation
demonstrably preserved in decorticated animals, they
are actually enhanced, presumably due to the release of
“top-down” cortical inhibition of emotional consciousness (Huston & Borbely, 1974).
The most striking evidence to emerge in recent
years from human research relevant to this broader
question concerns a condition called hydranencephaly,
in which the cerebral cortex is destroyed in utero (usually due to infarction of the entire anterior cerebral
circulation). The cortex is absorbed and replaced with
that although fragments of cortex may be preserved in
such cases, they are disconnected from the thalamus
due to destruction of the linking white matter. The
surviving cortical fragments are also gliotic and are
by the clinical observation that, although some visual
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FiGure 4. Expression of pleasurable emotion in a young hydranencephalic girl. (Reproduced with permission of the child’s mother, with
thanks to Bjorn Merker.)

ing trinkets hanging in a special frame constructed
for the purpose (“little room”), or activating favorite
toys by switches, presumably based upon associative
learning of the connection between actions and their
effects. Such behaviors are accompanied by situationally appropriate signs of pleasure and excitement on
the part of the child. [p. 79]

FiGure 3. A typical hydranencephalic brain. (Reproduced with permission of the American College of Radiology. No other representation
of this material is authorized without expressed, written permission
from the American College of Radiology.)

cortex may be preserved, the patients are blind (Merker, 2007).
They are blind (etc.),6 but they are not unconscious.
These children display normal sleep/waking cycles.
They also suffer absence seizures, in which the parents have no trouble recognizing the lapses of consciousness and when the child is “back” again. This
is weighty evidence in favor of the view that they are
conscious. The detailed clinical reports of Shewmon,
Holmse, and Byrne (1999) provide further evidence
that these children not only qualify as conscious by
the standard behavioral criteria of the Glasgow Coma
Scale, but they also show vivid emotional reactions
(see Figure 4, for example, which illustrates the reaction of a hydranencephalic girl when her baby brother
is placed in her arms):
They express pleasure by smiling and laughter, and
aversion by “fussing,” arching of the back and crying
(in many gradations), their faces being animated by
these emotional states. A familiar adult can employ
this responsiveness to build up play sequences predictably progressing from smiling, through giggling, to
laughter and great excitement on the part of the child.
[Merker, 2007, p. 79]

They also show associative emotional learning:
[They] take behavioral initiatives within the severe
limitations of their motor disabilities, in the form of
instrumental behaviors such as making noise by kick6
They lack perceptual consciousness. This does not mean they cannot
process exteroceptive information via subcortical pathways. Consciousness
is not prerequisite for perception (cf. “blindsight”). This point is important
for my argument (below) to the effect that the ego is unconscious in itself.

degradation of the types of consciousness that are
normally associated with representational perception
and the cognition derived from it, there can be no
doubt that they are conscious, both quantitatively and
qualitatively. They are not only awake and alert, they
also experience and express a full range of instinctual
emotions. The primary (affective) self is, in short, present. The fact that cortex is absent in these cases proves
that affective consciousness is both generated and felt
subcortically. This contradicts the theoretical assumptions of LeDoux and Craig quoted above, and those of
Freud.
Sadly, in this respect Freud seems to have paved
tical monitoring, thereby prematurely relegating unmonitored instinctual processes to the “unconscious”
category. It is now clear that instinctual processes are
conscious in themselves.
5.

all consciousness is endogenous

The state of consciousness as a whole is generated in
the upper brainstem. We have known this for many
years. A mere decade after the death of Freud, Moruzzi
ness, as measured by EEG activation, is generated
in a part of the upper brainstem then called the “reticular activating system.” Total destruction of exteroceptive structures had no impact on the intrinsic
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consciousness-generating properties of the brainstem
system (e.g., sleep/waking). Moruzzi and Magoun’s
in absence seizures (mentioned above) “a unique opportunity to study the neuronal substratum of consciousness” (p. 480). Their extensive studies led them
to the conclusion that paroxysmal obliterations of consciousness could only be reliably triggered at an upperbrainstem site (which they termed the “centrencephalic
system”). They were also impressed by the fact that
removal of large parts of human cortex under local
anesthetic, even total hemispherectomy, had limited
effects on consciousness. Cortical removal did not
interrupt the presence of the sentient self, of being conscious; it merely deprived the patient of “certain forms
of information” (Merker, 2007, p. 65). Lesions in the
upper brainstem, by contrast, totally and rapidly destroyed consciousness, just as the induced seizures did.
These observations demonstrate a point of fundamental importance: all consciousness ultimately derives
from upper-brainstem sources. In sharp contradiction
to the corticocentric assumption, cortical varieties of
consciousness actually depend on the integrity of subcortical structures, not the other way round.
The classical observations that underpinned this important conclusion have stood the test of time, with
greater anatomical precision being added (for review,
be a nodal point in the “centrencephalic system.” This
is the smallest region of brain tissue in which damage
leads to total obliteration of consciousness. That observation underscores the single fact that has changed in
modern conceptions of this system: the deep structures
that generate conscious state are not only responsible
for the level but also for the core quality of subjective
being. Conscious states are inherently affective. It is
this realization that is now revolutionizing consciousness studies (Damasio, 2010; Panksepp, 1998).
The classical conception is turned on its head. Consciousness is not generated in the cortex; it is generated
in the brainstem. Moreover, consciousness is not inherently perceptual; it is inherently affective. And in its
primary manifestations, it has less to do with cognition
than with instinct. In terms of the parallels drawn in
Section 2, the conclusion is inescapable: consciousness
is generated in the id, and the ego is fundamentally
unconscious. This has massive implications for our
such as our theories of psychopathology and clinical
technique. It was, after all, the essence of the “talking
cure” that words, being ego memory-traces derived
from external perception and therefore capable of con-
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sciousness, must be attached to the deeper processes of
the mind (which are unconscious in themselves) before
they can be known by the subject.
6.

Mental solids

What, then, does cortex contribute to consciousness?
The answer to this question will shed new light on the
metapsychological status of the ego. It is clear from
the facts just reviewed that consciousness attached to
exteroceptive information processing is not intrinsic to
the cortex but, rather, derives from brainstem sources.
Cortex without a brainstem can never be conscious.
Perceptual processing therefore does not require consciousness, as is amply demonstrated by the vast abilities of the “cognitive unconscious” (for review, see
Kihlstrom, 1996).
Moreover, much of what we have traditionally
thought to be “hard-wired” in cortical processing is
actually learnt. This has been well demonstrated by the
research of Mriganka Sur, which shows, for example,
that redirecting visual input from occipital cortex to
auditory cortex (in ferrets) leads to reorganization of
the latter tissue to support completely competent vision (for review, see Sur & Rubinstein, 2005). Cortical
perception, therefore, no less than cortical cognition, is
rooted in memory processes. Indeed, as far as we know,
all cortical functional specializations are acquired.
The columns of cortex are initially almost identical
in neural architecture, and the famous differences in
Brodmann’s areas probably arise from use-dependent
plasticity (following the innate patterns of subcortical
connectivity). Cortical columns resemble the randomaccess memory (RAM) chips of digital computers.
The answer to our question, “What does cortex contribute to consciousness?”, then, is this: it contributes
representational memory space. This enables cortex to
stabilize the objects of perception, which in turn creates potential for detailed and synchronized processing
of perceptual images. This contribution derives from
the unrivalled capacity of cortex for representational
forms of memory (in all of its varieties, both short- and
long-term).7 Based on this capacity, cortex transforms
into “mental solids.” It generates objects. Freud called
them “object-presentations” (which, ironically, predominate in what he called the “system unconscious”).
Such stable representations, once established
through learning, can be activated both externally and
7
It will be noted that this representational capacity derives from the
topological “mapping” of the external body, described in Section 1.
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internally, thereby generating objects not only for perception, but also for cognition (perception involves recognition).8 To be clear: the cortical representations are
unconscious in themselves; however, when consciousness is extended onto them (by “attention”),9 they are
transformed into something both conscious and stable,
something that can be thought in working memory. (It
is no accident that we describe the consciousness of everyday experience as working memory.) The activation
by brainstem consciousness-generating mechanisms
of cortical representations thus transforms consciousness from affects into objects.10 The transformation is,
however, never complete: conscious representations
must still be experienced by a subject, and working
memory typically contains elements of both cognitive
and affective consciousness. Remarkably, most cognitive theorists just ignore the affect.
But why does “working memory” have to be conscious? I have already explained why any form of perceptual representation is infused with consciousness:
it gives valence to the representations (“I feel like this
about that”). Although this formulation derives from
Damasio’s conception of The Feeling of What Happens (1999b), it also invokes Freud’s (1895) earlier
notion that the forebrain is a “sympathetic ganglion”—
that is, that perceptual learning only exists because it
serves vital (survival and reproductive) needs. Learning entails the establishment of associations between
interoceptive drives and exteroceptive representations,
guided by the feelings that are generated in such encounters.11 This enables the subject to feel its way
through novel situations. The affective “presence” of
the subject is required to do so.
If such encounters are to issue in more than stereotyped instinctual responses, they also require thinking.
And thinking necessarily entails delay. This (delay)
8

Cf. Edelman’s memorable phrase, “the remembered present.”
Cf. Freud’s description of the process: “Cathectic innervations are sent
out and withdrawn in rapid periodic impulses from within into the completely pervious system Pcpt.-Cs. So long as that system is cathected in this
manner it receives perceptions (which are accompanied by consciousness)
and passes the excitation onwards to the unconscious mnemic systems; but
as soon as the cathexis is withdrawn, consciousness is extinguished and the
functioning of the system comes to a standstill. It is as though the unconscious stretches out feelers, through the medium of the system Pcpt.-Cs.,
towards the external world and hastily withdraws them as soon as they have
sampled the excitations coming from it” (Freud, 1925a, p. 231). Note that
Freud’s “feelers” of perception are unconscious until they reach the cortical
system Pcpt.-Cs.
10
It is very important to note that it also transforms the unconscious representations themselves, through the process of “reconsolidation.” Indeed,
representations only become conscious to the extent that corticothalamic
predictive models of them are uncertain (i.e., subject to revision; see below).
11
Higher-order associations (between the representations) are considered below.
9
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ity of cortical representations, which enables them to
be “held in mind.” The prototype for this in Freud’s
metapsychology was “wishful cathexis,” which entails a representation of the wished-for object being
however, such volitional behavior is regulated directly
by instinct (by Freud’s “pleasure principle” and its accompanying “primary-process” mode of cognition).
Instinctual motivations are initially objectless (cf. the
SEEKING concept of Panksepp; Wright & Panksepp,
2012), but sympathetic learning rapidly leads to remembered objects of desire coming to mind (cf. the
“wanting” concept of Berridge, 1996). In other words,
biologically valenced (wished-for, feared, etc.) objects
of past experience are rendered conscious by dint of
their “incentive salience” (which is ultimately determined by their biological meaning in the pleasure–unpleasure series—the very basis of consciousness). In
this way, if left to its own devices, the pleasure principle would produce what Freud termed hallucinatory
cognition).12 It is important to note that conscious
thinking, in itself, therefore does not necessarily entail what Freud called “secondary-process” cognition.
“primary-process” thinking—is a conscious form of
thinking, albeit a very primitive form.
Hence the evolutionary and developmental pressure
to constrain incentive salience in perception through
prediction-error coding (this is Freud’s “reality principle”), which places constraints on motor discharge.
Such error-coding must be regulated at bottom by
the homeostatic function of affective consciousness,
which determines the biological value of all objects of
attention (cf. Freud’s “constancy principle”). The resultant inhibition—which perforce occurs at the motor
(frontal) end of the apparatus, where outputs must be
sequenced over time—requires tolerance of frustrated
emotions. This frustration, which gives rise to fresh
thinking, and thus to new learning, secures more efFreud’s concept of “binding.”)
Sequencing over time, which requires thinking
ahead (i.e., virtual action, or action programming)
ing memory,” in the sense that we generally theorize it today. Freud would have called this executive
function “secondary-process” thinking (which he also
12
See footnote 2. Cf. Friston (2012): “Neuronal connections encode
(model) causal connections that conspire to produce sensory information.”
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conceptualized as “experimental action”). But secondary-process thinking also entails other aspects of cortical functioning that we have not yet fully considered
(see Section 8).
This, then, is the essential function of cortex. It
generates stable, representational “mental solids” that,
when activated (or “cathected”) by affective consciousness, enable the id to picture itself in the world
and to think. But mental solids also threaten to obscure
all else from view, even in primary-process cognition.
One is reminded of Plato’s cave.
7.

a surprise

Freud’s secondary process rests upon “binding” of
“free” drive energies.13 Binding (i.e., inhibition) creates a reservoir of tonic activation that can be utilized
for greatly enhancing the functions of thinking, just
described, which Freud attributed to the ego. In fact,
network of “constantly cathected” neurons that exerted
collateral inhibitory effects on each other (Freud, 1895).
This prompted Carhart-Harris and Friston (2010) to
equate Freud’s ego reservoir with the “default mode
network” of contemporary cognitive neuroscience. Be
that as it may, Karl Friston’s work is grounded in the
same Helmholtzian energy concepts as Freud’s (see
Friston, 2010). His model (in terms of which prediction-error or “surprise”—equated with free energy—is
minimized through the consequent encoding of better
models of the world, resulting in better predictions) is
entirely consistent with Freud’s. His model beautifully
reconceptualizes Freud’s “reality principle” in computational terms, with all the advantages this entails
view, free energy is untransformed affect—energy released from the bound state, or blocked from entering
the bound state, due to prediction errors (violations of
the reality principle).
It is of the outmost importance to note that in Friston’s model prediction error (mediated by surprise),
which increases incentive salience (and therefore consciousness) in perception and cognition, is a bad thing
biologically speaking. The more veridical the brain’s
predictive model of the world, then the less surprise,
the less salience, the less consciousness, the more
13
Freud’s psychological distinction between bound and free energy
almost certainly derived from the physical distinction between potential and
kinetic energy. This resolves an aspect of the “mind–body problem” (the

thinking (bound energy) has no effects until it is discharged in action.

automaticity, the better. One is reminded of Freud’s
“Nirvana principle,” which he took to be the ultimate
goal of mental life.
gave rise to secondary-process (inhibited) cognition, is
automaticity, which obviates the need for consciousness (it obviates the need for the subject to “feel its
way” through situations).14 This in turn suggests that
the ideal of cognition is to forego representational (and
therefore cortical) processing and replace it with associative processing—to shift from episodic to procedural modes of functioning (and therefore, presumably,
from cortex to dorsal basal ganglia). It appears that
consciousness in cognition is a temporary measure: a
compromise. But with reality being what it is—always
uncertain and unpredictable, always full of surprises—
there is little risk that we shall in our lifetimes actually
reach the zombie-like state of Nirvana that we now
learn, to our surprise, is what the ego aspires to.
8.

Words and things

Before we can leave the subject of cortex, I must point
out that secondary-process thinking entails important
features that were left implicit in the previous sections,
especially regarding delayed response. These features
are attributable to something other than representational and inhibitory capacity alone.
The wished-for object presentations that literally
“come to mind” in primary-process (hallucinatory)
thinking are, according to Freud, re-represented at a
higher level in secondary-process thinking. He called
this level of representation “word-presentation.” Freud
thought that the value of words was that they, like all
cognitive presentations, are derived from perception
(in this case, mainly hearing) and are therefore capable
of consciousness. This is the nub of the role that words
play in the “talking cure.” But because words have the
additional capacity of representing relations between
the concrete objects of thought (“which is what specially characterizes thoughts, and cannot be given visual expression”; Freud, 1923, p. 21), they also render
abstract cognition “declarative.”
The principal value of words, therefore, is not that
they enable us to render conscious the inchoate processes of the id (which Freud thought was unconscious); what is most important about words is their
capacity to represent the relations between things, to
re-represent them abstractly. This enables us to think
14
One is tempted to reverse Freud’s famous dictum and say that “a
memory-trace arises instead of consciousness” (cf. Freud, 1920, p. 25).
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about things, as opposed to simply think things (to
think in images). This underpins the all-important
“third-person” perspective, to which we shall return
shortly.
Something else important about words is syntax.
The nineteenth-century psychology of words (Freud,
1891) long ago evolved into a psychology of language. The structure of language facilitates cortical
programming of the delayed and sequenced responses
that.” The capacity of language to hold future-oriented
executive function of working memory (cf. “inner
speech”). This is a special case of the capacity of
words to represent the relations between things and,
thereby, to render abstractions conscious. In short,
words enable us to think about the relations between
things both in space and in time. This greatly enhances
the essence of what Freud called “secondary-process”
thinking. It is therefore important to remember that in
Freud’s second topographic model (Freud, 1923), he
himself recognized that the capacity of the ego for secits capacity for representational consciousness.

I said in Section 1 that the external body is made of the
same perceptual stuff as other objects, that the bodily
ego is inscribed in much the same way as other objects
on the page of consciousness. It is a stabilized representation of the subject of consciousness—an object, a
mental solid—experienced by the subject of consciousness. This primary subject of consciousness (the bodyas-subject) is the id. It is important to recognize that the
bodily “self” is an idea, albeit an everyday one.15 It is a
learnt representation of the self.
To this object-presentation we have to add a further
complication called “Mark Solms”—the word-presentation—which is neither really me nor an animated
picture of me, but, rather, an abstraction. In order to do
so, I must say a bit more about the relationship between
subjective “presence” of the id and objective representation of the body.
external body (object-presentation) in much the same

15
It is an everyday idea in health, which can disintegrate in pathological states (e.g., out-of-body experiences, autoscopic phenomena, ideas of
reference).
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it controls in a television game. The representation is
rapidly invested with a sense of self, although it is not
really the self.
Here is a striking experiment that vividly illustrates
the counterintuitive relation that actually exists between the subjective self and its external body. Petkova
and Ehrsson (2008) report a series of “body swap” experiments in which cameras mounted over the eyes of
other people, or mannequins, transmitting images from
that viewpoint to video-monitoring goggles mounted
over the eyes of the experimental subjects, rapidly created the illusion in the experimental subjects that the
other person’s body or the mannequin was their own
body. This illusion was so compelling that it persisted
even when the projected subjects shook hands with
their own bodies. The existence of the illusion was
also demonstrated objectively by the fact that when the
other (illusory own) body and the (real) own body were
both threatened with a knife, the fear response—the
“gut reaction” of the internal body (measured by heart
rate and galvanic skin response)—was greater for the
illusory body.
The well-known “rubber hand illusion” (Botvinick
& Cohen, 1998), which Tsakiris (2011) described in
Berlin, demonstrates the same relation between the
self and the external body, albeit less dramatically.
The anatomical basis of such phenomena (which place
Freud’s theory of “narcissism” on a promising new empirical footing) may be linked with well-known fMRI
ic arrangement of somatosensory and motor cortical
homunculi (the acknowledged locus of Freud’s “bodily
ego”) can be readily manipulated and extended, even
to include inanimate tools (for review, see Maravita &
Iriki, 2004). We are reminded that cortex is nothing but
random-access memory.
The learnt nature of the external body is further
demonstrated by some striking “mirror-neuron” phenomena. Gallese (2011) reminded us at the Berlin
regardless of whether a movement is performed by the
self or by the other (see also Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi,
& Rizzolatti, 1996). How then does the self tell the difference—how does it know whether such movements
are being performed by “me” or not? Evidently something has to be added to the motor cortical (mirror-neuron) activity for this distinction to be made. It appears
that this “something” is concurrent frontal inhibition
(which suppresses posterior insula activation). Gallese
reported that schizophrenic patients cannot adequately
differentiate between their own movements and those
of others, for the reason that this concurrent inhibition
is lacking in them (Ebisch et al., 2012).
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is not a subject but an object, and second, that it is perceived in the same register as other objects.
In making this distinction between “me” and “notme,” the role of words
(a.k.a. secondary consciousness, access consciousness,
declarative consciousness, autonoetic consciousness,
higher-order thought, etc.), described above, is pivotal. This abstract level of re-representation enables
the subject of consciousness to transcend its concrete
“presence” and thus to separate itself as an object from
other objects.16 The process seems to unfold over three
levels of experience: (1) the affective or phenomenal
tive; (2) the perceptual or representational level of the
self as object, a.k.a. second-person perspective; (3) the
abstracted or re-representational level of the self as
object in relation to other objects, a.k.a. third-person
perspective.
The self of everyday experience tends ordinarily to
think about itself from the third-person perspective, in
relation to other objects, in such banal situations as “I
willed that movement” (not the other person). We can
only conclude that the self of everyday experience is
largely an abstraction. This reveals the power of words.
The unrecognized gap between the primary subjective self and the re-representational “declarative” self
causes much confusion. Witness the famous example
of Benjamin Libet recording a delay of up to 400
ms between the physiological appearance of premotor
activation and the voluntary decision to move. This
is typically interpreted to show that free will is an illusion, when in fact it shows only that the verbally
self initiating a movement occurs somewhat later than
the affective (primary) self actually initiating it. Such
confusion would be avoided if we recognized that the
self unfolds over several levels of experience.
My major conclusion can now be restated: the internal self, synonymous with Freud’s “id,” is the fount of
all consciousness; the external self, synonymous with
Freud’s “ego,” is a learnt representation that is unconscious in itself, but can be consciously “thought with”
when cathected by the id; the abstracted self, which
16
According to the theory of narcissism, this process of separation
results initially in a phantasized split between an introjected “me” and a
projected “not-me,” grounded in the pleasure–unpleasure distinction rather
than in the reality principle (Freud, 1925b). Hence Freud’s famous dictum
to the effect that “hate, as a relation to objects, is older than love” (1915a,
p. 139). The projected “bad” object forms the nucleus of the later superego.
But this object (which Melanie Klein called the “primitive superego”) is a

enables the self to re-represent itself objectively, from the viewpoint of the
object, paves the way for the formation of the superego proper.
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is likewise unconscious, but it can consciously “think
about” the ego. Because the ego stabilizes the consciousness generated in the id, by transforming a portion of affect into conscious perception—mental solids
(and into consciousness about perceptions: verbal rerepresentations)—we ordinarily think of our selves as
being conscious.
This obscures the fact that we simply are conscious, and our conscious thinking (and perceiving,
which thinking represents) is constantly accompanied
by affect. This constant “presence” of feeling is the
background subject of all cognition, without which
consciousness of perception and cognition could not
exist. The primary subject of consciousness is literally
tual–verbal imagery before we can “declare” its existence. Small wonder, therefore, that it is so regularly
overlooked. But the id is only dumb in the glossopharyngeal sense. In truth, it constitutes the primary stuff
from which minds are made; we therefore ignore it at
our peril. As Freud once remarked, in an almost opposite context:
The property of being conscious or not is in the last
resort our one beacon-light in the darkness of depthpsychology. [Freud, 1923, p. 18]

Later, when he was confronted by the behaviorist juggernaut that was about to sweep aside his life’s work,
Freud remarked that consciousness was:
tion or description. Nevertheless, if anyone speaks of
consciousness we know immediately and from our
most personal experience what is meant by it. . . . One
doctrine of behaviourism, thinks it possible to construct a psychology which disregards this fundamental
fact! [Freud, 1940, pp. 157, 157fn.]

We are thus led full circle. To re-establish the difference between behaviorism and psychoanalysis—the
science of the mental subject—more than a century afmind (the validity of which is accepted more widely
today than it ever was before), we must embrace consciousness once more as being the most fundamental
feature of the mental.
10 if the id is conscious . . .
The realization that Freud’s id is intrinsically conscious has massive implications for psychoanalysis.
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the enormous theoretical task that now lies before us if
we are going to fully comprehend these implications.
I shall draw attention to just four problematical questions in Freudian metapsychology that this revision
begins to resolve.
(1) I have explained how perceptual representations
attract consciousness by dint of their salience, and how
of cognition (primary-process wishful cathexis) entails
lucinatory processes that they should be conscious. But
such wishful phantasies are said to form the nucleus
of the system unconscious. This can only mean that
the system unconscious revolves around a network of
repressed hallucinatory phantasies. I am surprised that
more commentators have not noticed that this implies
that “the” unconscious is hived off from perceptual
and cognitive processes, that it is derivative from initially conscious experiences and from learning. To my
knowledge, only Barry Opatow (1997) has recognized
this contradiction, which implies that an innate system
pre/conscious precedes the development of the system
unconscious in mental maturation. Small wonder that
Freud was obliged to introduce the “id” concept, in
which the representational “system unconscious” was
reduced to a mere portion of id called “the repressed.”
(2) But if the id is conscious, then what does the
repressed consist in? If we retain Freud’s view that repression concerns representational processes, it seems
reasonable to suggest that repression must involve
withdrawal of declarative consciousness. This has the
effect of reducing an “episodic” cognitive process to an
“associative” one (procedural or emotional). The subject of repression still activates the object-presentations
in question, but the associative links between them (the
“object relations”) no longer attract representational–
purpose of ego development: the goal of all learning is
automatization of mental processes—that is, increased
predictability and reduced surprise. It is the biological
salience of prediction errors—mediated by attention—
that requires the affective “presence” of the id. As
soon as the ego has mastered a mental task, therefore,
the relevant associative algorithm is automatized. This
could be the mechanism of repression: it could consist
in a premature
episodic “presence”), premature automatization of a
principle. Premature automatization therefore results
in constant prediction-error, with associated release
of free energy (affect), and the ongoing risk of the repressed cognitive material reawakening attention. This
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lays the foundations for a “return of the repressed,” the
classical mechanism of neurosis. The therapeutic task
of psychoanalysis, then, would still be to undo repressions (to allow the associative links to regain episodic
status),17
properly master the object relations they represent and
generate executive programs more adequate to the task,
so that they may then be legitimately automatized. This
formulation resolves the awkward disjunction between
the so-called cognitive and Freudian unconscious.
(3) Embedded within the many statements that
Freud made to the effect that consciousness was a
cortical function, by which he seemed mainly to mean
a “declarative” function, he always acknowledged the
exceptional role of affect. For example:
It dawns upon us like a new discovery that only
something that has once been a Cs. perception can become conscious, and that anything arising from within
(apart from feelings) that seeks to become conscious
must try to transform itself into external perceptions:
this becomes possible by means of memory-traces.
[Freud, 1923, p. 20; emphasis added]

In other words, although Freud thought that affects
were (interoceptive) cortical perceptions, he always
recognized that they were felt directly. He did not
tively represented, or cognitively labeled in working
memory, to exist. In fact, for Freud, affects could not
be represented in the same way that external objects
were. This set them apart from all cognitive processes:
It is surely of the essence of an emotion that we should
be aware of it, i.e., that it should become known to
consciousness. Thus the possibility of the attribute
of unconsciousness would be completely excluded as
far as emotions, feelings and affects are concerned.
[Freud, 1915b, p. 177; emphasis added]

help us to make better sense of this observation, which,
to Freud’s credit, he always acknowledged, notwithhim.
(4) I have already quoted Freud’s claim to the effect
that “feelings of pleasure–unpleasure govern the passage of events in the id with despotic force . . . the id
obeys the inexorable pleasure principle” (Freud, 1940,
p. 198). But how can the id be governed by the pleasure
principle if it is unconscious in itself, if it is devoid of
consciousness, if feelings of pleasure–unpleasure are
actually generated on the cortical surface of the ego?
If affective consciousness was generated cortically, the
17

Cf. the process of “reconsolidation” mentioned in footnote 10.
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pleasure principle would entail top-down control of the
id by the ego, which obviously cannot be correct. The
by our relocation of consciousness to the id, and so is
the inhibitory
11. The deepest insight
I will close with an aspect of Freud’s successive models
of the mind that was more essential than the locus and
extent of consciousness: namely, his fundamentally
dynamic conception of it, coupled with the dimension
of depth (or hierarchy) in the mind. This is why Freud
repeatedly stated that the best insight he ever had was
that there are two different states of mental energy: one
in which cathexis is tonically bound, used for thinking (potential action) rather than action proper, and
the other in which it is freely mobile and presses for
discharge:
In my opinion this distinction represents the deepest
insight we have gained up to the present into the nature of nervous energy, and I do not see how we can
avoid making it. [Freud, 1915b, p. 188]

This fundamental distinction is not only preserved in
my proposed revision of Freud’s model, along with
much else, but it is actually enhanced. The link between affectivity on the one hand and Helmholtz’s
“free energy” on the other seems to identify a red
thread through Freud’s work, linking him backward
to Helmholtz and forward (via Feynman) to Friston.
Considering this and the many other vistas opening
up with the rediscovery of the embodied, instinctual
brain—which must of necessity be constrained by the
cognitive brain, with its predictive modeling—it is
ture can be anything but psychodynamic. We are truly
living through a Golden Age in neuroscience. As the
cognitive neuroscience of the late twentieth century is
being supplemented by the affective neuroscience of
the present, we are breaking through to a truly mental
is not only an information-processing object, but also
an intentional subject.
Still I will end with a whimper rather than a bang.
psychoanalysis than psychoanalysis is for neuroscithe clinical situation. Readers are therefore invited to
check the theoretical innovations I have introduced
here against the data of their psychoanalytic experience. Do these new concepts really make better sense
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of the facts we observe? Is it really necessary for us to
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